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Looking for a stylish yet affordable hotel in Melbourne
CBD? Look no further! Perfectly situated in the middle of
the city. 186 Exhibition Street, Melbourne

THE VICTORIA
HOTEL

One of Melbourne's historic landmark hotels, The
Victoria Hotel offers convenience, comfort and style in
the heart of the CBD. 215 Little Collins St, Melbourne

Let the stylish surroundings and convenient location of Rydges Melbourne envelop you
when visiting our Australian metropolis. Our Melbourne CBD hotel sits in the heart of the
city's vibrant theatre district, near Chinatown, and shopaholics will love being close to the
exclusive Collins Street boutiques and world-famous Bourke Street Mall.

The Victoria Hotel is the obvious choice when looking for accommodation in
Melbourne. Idyllically located next to Melbourne Town Hall and minutes from the iconic
Flinders Street Station and Federation Square, this historic hotel in Melbourne is within
close walking distance to the citys must see attractions.

Guest rooms boast the comfortable Rydges Dream Bed perfect for a sound night's sleep,
and flat-screen TVs and FREE WI-Fl keep travellers stimulated and well-connected.
The heated roof top swimming pool and fitness centre means guests can maintain their
daily workouts even on vacation.

The Victoria Hotel was established in 1880, with 370 spacious heritage rooms, offers
contemporary accommodation within what is arguably Australia's most popular city.
each guest room is beautifully appointed all the essential amenities and services the
modern traveller needs to be comfortable and to stay connected.
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Perfectly groomed and immaculately accessorised,
QT Melbourne is at home in Australia's most creatively
charged city. 33 Russell Street, Melbourne
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With views across Lincoln Square Gardens and
Melbourne CBD skyline, perfectly located to all of
the city's sights. 701 Swanston Street, Melbourne

ON SWANSTON • MELBOURNE

Located in the heart of the Melbourne CBD near the exclusive Collins Street precinct,
QT Melbourne is inspired by the 1920's rag traders from which the local 'Paris end'
of Melbourne draws much of its flair and flavour. Transforming its Russell Street address,

Located in the heart of the Melbourne University Prec inc t, Rydges on Swanston is the
perfect choice for your stay in Melbourne. All guest rooms at Rydges on Swanston include
a business desk, complimentary Wi-Fi ac c ess, LCD TVs and access to gym.

QT Melbourne brings a chic designer landmark to the city's cultural heartland with a
distinctly creative edge and eclectic experiences through its 188 rooms and inspired, award
winning drinking and dining establishments, Pascale Bar & Grill & Rooftop at QT.

Rydges on Swanston is within walking distance to Queen Victoria Market, Melbourne
Museum and the traditional Italian eateries of Lygon Street. Not to be surpassed, Rydges on
Swanston offers a range of steak and seafood at the Bar & Grill.
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